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Portacrete is a tailor made concrete that is available in easy to handle small
consignments. The concrete is engineered to retain the consistency and cohesiveness of
the mix for a longer period, so as to enable it to be placed well at site. Concrete with the desired
level of compressive strengths can be produced and packaged.
Historically, the use of Ready-mixed concrete has been generally limited to large-scale construction
projects and sites which enjoy proper access for the concrete laden transit mixers or concrete pumps. As
against this, civil contractors involved in doing petty jobs or small sized repair works have to depend
upon manual mixing of cement, water and aggregates to fulfil their small concrete requirements. In
addition to the hassles involved in this operation, many a times the quality is compromised.
PortacreteTM combines with it the benefits of computerized batching coupled with portable quantity,
which can be transported to remote places in the most safe and efficient manner. It makes a high
quality concrete more “user friendly” for small works civil contractors, including the common man.
Sometimes, in highly congested localities, especially in rural areas, a transit mixer can't ply on the
TM
narrow roads; Portacrete may be a good option for such locations.
5 key advantages:
1. Quality assured ready-mixed concrete available in
various grades.
2. Available in small quantities.
3. Can be safely transported to remote places.
4. Speeds up construction work.
5. Control on wastage.
Applications:
 Repair / renovation works in houses and buildings.
 Interior works in occupied buildings.
 Slender columns and starters for columns and
retaining walls.
 Small machine foundations.
 Small concrete works like sunken slabs, steps,
pathways and precast members.
 Repair works of pavements, factory floors and
drainage lines.
 Providing fire-insulation concrete.
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